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A study of the problems of providing the physical framework for amenable
family living and community life at contemporary standards under Arctic
conditions, and the application of these findings to a site in the
Canadian -Arctic.
Under both international and national pressures the Arctic is now in a
stage of rapid development and settlement as one of the last frontiers
of the world. One of the basic requirements for the successful develop-
ment of these regions and the foundation of a stable economy is the
establishment of contemporary communities.
This thesis investigates present and past settlements of the Arctic for
lessons in the development of contemporary standards of Arctic living.
The basic problems are:
socio-psychological - barren, monochromatic landscape
- isolation
- winter night and summer day
- individual and family privacy bal-
anced with community life
physical - permafrost in relation to utilities
and foundations
- low temperature in relation to insula-
tion and condensation
- wind and snow drifting
- construction techniques and timing.
These are analyzed in their relation to the problems of contemporary
family life.
The results of this study are synthesized into the physical plan for the
housing and closely related community facilities for Frobisher Bay on
Baffin Island in the Canadian Eastern Arctic. This small outpost is
being rapidly transformed into a town of 4,000 people to support a vital
re-fueling and stop-over airfield on commercial trans-polar flights.
Within the. framework of the general plan for the town the housing will be
designed in terms of basic units for varying needs, and the relationship
between the units and the other aspects of the community. The provision
of high quality housing and community facilities will be considered in an
attempt to offset the inconvenience of Arctic life and thereby stabilize
the community by reducing population turnover. The objective of the
thesis will be to resolve the problems of the physical design of the
units under the special circumstances -of Arctic life.
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BIRDS IN A TREE--MPRESSION OF CARVER WHO HAS NEVER SEEN A TREE-ITTORCHIAK, FROBISHER BAY, BAFFIN ISLAND
A space of awful, inhuman beauty, an unbelievably subtle undulation of
colour and form,
R.A.J. Phillips
The Canadian north is one of the last great undeveloped regions on
this globe. There are few other parts of the world of great size
that have not been occupieo- insofar as they are capable of it -
and to a substantial degree explOited. In a large degree it is the
tantalizing possibilities - the great uncertainties and obscurities -
of this tremendous area at the top of our continent that leads us to
wonder what the future has in store for this country as a whole. For
much of the answer to the national riddle depends upon the prospects
of the north.
R.G. Robertson
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In order to state the limits of this thesis it is necessary to define
the geographical area referred to as 'arctic'. Generally speaking the
broad term can be subdivided into three zones; sub-arctic, arctic and
polar. These are not divided by convenient lines of latitude but are
usually defined by climatic conditions which vary with the geographical
features. The distinction between polar and arctic is not rigidly set
and is of less present importance than that between arctic and sub-
arctic. This boundary is generally agreed to be the 500F summer iso-
therm, that is a line north of which the mean temperature of the warmest
month is less than 50oF; provided that the mean temperature for the
coldest month is not more than 32oF.l This line has considerably more
than a theoretical meaning since it roughly corresponds to the northern
limit of trees and the southern limit of continuous permafrost. Older
authorities also used it as the northern limit of possible cultivation.
From the map it can be seen that the most extensive area is in the
Canadian Arctic Archipelago and Hudson Bay regions. The mastery of this
environment then is of proportionately greater importance to Canada than
to any of the other arctic countries.
The environment assumes certain characteristics which can be generalized
for the entire arctic area although there are many local variations. The
principal climatic control is of course the latitude with its resulting
Kimble, G.H.T., and Good T., edited, Geography ofthe Northlands, The
American Geographical' Society and John Wiley & Sons, Inc., New York, 1955.
pp. 2-3.
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solar conditions. At the Arctic Circle there is one day of continuous
darkness at the winter solstice and one day of continuous daylight at
the summer solstice, with correspondingly increasing contrasts toward
the pole. This leads to the principal feature, that of little or no solar
radiation during the winter and days of continuous radiation during the
summer.
"From the first week of June to the second week of July the earth
receives from the sun more heat per square mile per day in the
north polar regions than in the tropics. n2
The summer heating effect is however reduced by the obliquity of the
rays and the resultant thickness of the atmosphere they must penetrate.
This low angle of the sun even in June is one of the most vital dif-
ferences from temperate latitudes. The temperature is relatively con-
stant over the entire area, especially during the summer, due to the
large water areas. There is a general decrease of mean annual low
temperature toward the pole due to the absence of winter solar radiation
but the lowest recorded temperatures have all occurred in sub-arctic
continental areas. The mean daily January temperature varies from
-20 0 F to -30OF and the mean July temperature between 400 F to 500F.
There is however the possibility of frost generally during any of the
summer months. In terms of precipitation the arctic is a desert with
from 10" to 15" per year. This is principally snow but even at the pole
rain falls during the summer months. The snow is light and powdery and
blows easily into drifts often exposing barren rock even in midwinter.
This blowing snow often creates a phenomenon known as "white out" in
which the horizon is lost and distance judgement is almost impossible.
2 Stefansson, V., The Northward Course of Eapire, Harcourt Brace & Co.,
New York, 1922, p.72
3Geography of the Northlands, op.cit., pp. 73-74.
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The visual landscape is bleak and barren varying from prairies to mountains
with nothing growing more than abut one foot above the ground. Although
a greater part of the year it is a more or less continuous sea of white
over the land and frozen water areas, in the brief summer there is a
4
colourftul burst of alpine flowers,, mosses and sedges. One of the princi-
pal characteristics of this plant life is its slow growth and precarious
existence within the temperature cycle and ground conditions. This
landscape is generally referred to as arctic tundra, and its extent
follows quite closely the area defined as arctic. Another related chara-
cteristic is the presence of permafrost or permanently frozen ground.
During the summer months the top layer, approximately 3 feet, thaws but
the ground below remains perennially frozen to a tremendous depth. This
condition creates an impervious layer which during the summer prevents
the absorption of natural moisture creating a very wet and unstable
ground condition. For this reason and the freezing of the sea, lakes and
rivers allowing easy transportation the winter months are preferable to
the damp, uncomfortable summer.5  Insect life is not as prevalent as in
the sub-arctic due to the longer winter but the extensive water areas
create somewhat of a mosquito and fly problem. Animal life is, however,
quite abundant ranging from migratory birds to silver fox, musk ox,
caribou,-and polar bears. The sea is rich in fish, seal, and walrus as
well as the normal marine plant life at lower depths.6 Although this may
seem an austere region-there is an encouraging sign in the recent rise of
winter temperatures since 1885 and especially since'1920. This has lead
Geography of the Northlands, op.cit., Chapter 5
!Shelesnyak, M.C., Across the Top of the World, Navy Department,
gashington, D.C., August, 1947
Geography of the Northlands, op.cit., Chapter 6
1Ibid., p. 81
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to the retreat of arctic sea ice and glaciers and the poleward migration
of codfish and herring. Such a phenomenon holds encouragement since
only a few degrees rise in temperature is very significant in the biolo-
gical life and climatic conditions.
Wfithin this region there has developed a circumpolar culture founded on
common environmental problems and on cultural and ethnic mixture gaining
momentum through modern communications and diffusion. The earliest
inhabitants of the North American Arctic are the Eskimos who migrated
some 2,000 years ago from Central Asia, considerably after the main move-
ments of the North American Indians. Contrary to what might be the
first assumed, it is now felt that the Eskimo came into the arctic of
his own volition because of the excellent conditions for hunting and
herding. It was an inviting region to those who could master the tech-
niques of-living. The Eskimo in North America is really the only true
arctic native since in Asia and Europe the arctic is really only a fringe
of the sub-arctic and consequently not so clearly defined. Life was
severely determined by climate, a limited supply of materials, enforced
leisure time, and an economy based on bunting, fishing, and reindeer
herding. In this nomadic existence the rigors of survivaly created an
emininently suitable code of ethics and an attitude toward life which
Christian civilisation from a kinder environment has often found strange.
Culturally they stopped short of metals and agriculture but reached a
high development in the arts. The degree to which the aboriginal
culture was adapted to the environment may be gauged by the fact that no
where else has modern civilisation been forced to abandon so many of its
8Ibid., p. 155
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own techniques in favour of the aboriginal.
Naturally under nomadic life little permanent habitation was created and
only in the sub-arctic was any form of permanent community developed.
Tents, of course, were the natural shelter during the summer. These were
generally of skins or bark in a conical form over poles and sometimes
were developed as a tent within a tent for colder conditions. During
the winter the most common form of dwelling was the partly underground
earthen hut. The well-known hemispherical snow house is common only to
one region of Canadian Polar Eskimos and although seemingly complex was
often only a relatively temporary structure. With the suitable snow
conditions and two or three skilled men one could be erected in less than
an hour.. In areas with farily good hunting and fishing semi-permanent
winter settlements were built, consisting of groups of ice houses. In
one instance three ice houses, each containing two families, opened off
a central "lobby" which was 12 feet in diameter. This allowed both a
limited private and a communal life. 9 The two types of dwellings
illustrate two of the fundamental techniques developed. The first is
the reduction of exposure to the wind by either digging into. the ground
or by. heaping earth or snow around the sides. Wind was also excluded by
the careful placement of the entry and the use of a devious passageway.
Secondly, is the principle of the entry from below, in these cases, by
tunnelling, to prevent cold air from literally "falling in". Within the
dwelling side benches for sedentary activities and sleeping further
raised the occupants into the warmer air strata.10 These extremely
9de Poncins, G., Kabloona, Reynal and Hitchcock Inc., New York, 1941
1 0Stefansson, V., Arctic Manual, The MacMillan Company, New York, 1944,
p. 146
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cramped quarters are also very easy to heat, especially the snow house,
because its hemispherical shape reflects the heat.. A small whale oil or
blubber lamp was often sufficient.
Such was the state of the Eskimo before contact with the white man; a
rugged but well adapted, advanced stone age civilisation. The more temp-
erate civilisations have entered into the northern lands, sub-arctic and
11
arctic, for various reasons. Probably the primary being the early folk
wanderings. These were the result of both population pressures and a
general northward swing of the centers of world culture.1 2  Western civil-
isation has .steadily moved northward as the means of controlling winter
climate, better buildings and better heating, have been perfected. This
has made life under these more rigorous conditions possible with a sur-
plus of energy over and above subsistence available for exploitation.
The earliest such advances were probably before the birth of Christ as
witnessed by the accounts of the Greek, Pytheas, who presumably sailed
past Iceland to within sight of Greenland about 325 B.C. He was not
credited since his findings did not support the Pythagorean concept of
the world in which it would be impossible to live in that frozen zone.
The next recorded ventures seemed to be those of the Irish to Iceland in
the 6th century A.D., followed by the Norsemen around 850 A.D. By 930
A.D. Iceland was a republic and in the 10th and 12th centuries southwest
Greenland was colonised. In the 13th century Greenland was a colony of
Norway with a population of 8,000 to 10,000. The transition from the
rugged coast of Norway would not have been too drastic and a very similar
llGeography of the Northlands, op.cit., Chapter 8
1 2Stefansson, V., The Northward Course of Empire, op.cit.
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culture arose, generally based on fishing. The buildings were usually
of :stone or sod, in the native tradition with roofs of wood, either
collected as driftwood or brought from Newfoundland. Early buildings were
one large hall as big as 52' x 16' but later they were subdivided for ease
of heating.1 5 Undoubtedly many voyages were made onto the North American
continent as far south as the Boston area and reportedly into Minnesota
via the Hudson Bay and the Red River. However, due to circumstances in
Scandinavia, this flourishing colony was cut off from all communication
and when they tried to re-establish contact to bring the Reformation to
them in the 1500's nobody was found. Presumably due to the lack of
adoption to the native food and environment the colony either died off
or was gradually absorbed into the. Eskimo culture for survival. Con-
sequently the inhabitants now are generally referred to as Greenlanders
and not Eskimos. The colony, however, established the first link with
southern progress and introduced iron and agriculture to the Eskimo.
The arctic fringe of Eurasia r6mained relatively untouched until around
the 16th century when the Russians began some colonisation in the west.
They gradually moved east and north to establish Tobolsk in 1590 and
IruktuSk in 1673. Some trading developed and in 1648 there was trade
between Europe and China through the Arctic Ocean and river routes although
the northern coast was not completely mapped until about 1750.14 The
quest for furs brought Russia into the North American Arctic in Alaska
around 1750. However, they were never very active and allowed the U.S.A.
later to purchase Alaska.
13Stefansson, V., Greenland, Doubleday, Doran and Company, Inc., New York,
1 42
1 Smolka, H.P., 4o,000 Against the Arctic, William Morrow and Company, New
York, 1937
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The archipelago of Svalbord, including Spitsbergen, although presumably
known as early as 800 A.). was rediscovered in 1590 when it became an
important station for the whaling fleets. It was used by the Basques,
Dutch, English, Scandinavians and Russians and had communities of several
thousand people. More -recently the mining of coal has become important
and it remains the most northerly settlement in the world.
With the Spanish and Portuge'se preventing them from reaching the riches
of the Orient via the southern route, the English made several attempts
to discover the North West Passage. Although the voyages of such men as
Frobisher, Hudson, and Baffin during the 16th and 17th centuries, were
unsuccessful, their efforts did increase the knowledge of the North
American Arctic. By land from the British North American colonies further
explorations, such as Hearne's across to Coppermine and MacKenzie's to
the mouth of the river bearing his name', further opened up the land area
of the arctic. In 1845 Sir John Franklin lead a British expedition to
try again for the North West Passage. After two years without a word, a
large scale search was carried out which added greatly to the known area
of the arctic archipelago. However, the news of the grisly fate of the
expedition deterred commercial exploitation and the arctic remained
relatively untouched. It was not until 1940 that the North West Passage
was completed by Roald Amundsen.
The earliest modern scientific exploration was begun in the famous Russian
Great Northern Expeditions, 1755-1742, but the first large scale project
was the "International Polar Year", 1882-1883. A ring of correlated
observation stations were set up around the arctic and sub-arctic to
9.
provide comparative .data. Fifty years later, 1932-1933 a second "Inter-
national Polar Year" further increased the base of scientific observations.
It was during this era that the arctic became the object of a number of
daring exploration and international rivalries, climaxed by the conquest
of the North Pole by Peary, 1909. After the major areas had been "dis-
covered" the emphasis has. been in terms of long-range and detailed research.
More recently the need for accurate weather forecasting data has lead to
the establishment of many weather stations since the arctic is the origin
of many of the northern hemisphere climatic controls.
While the more 'official voyages and expeditions were advancing the
frontier of knowledge, the commercial interest gradually moved into the
arctic. Whalers-and fur traders were the chief exploiters and it was
the latter who pushed the frontier back in both Siberia and northern
Canada. The Hudson's Bay Company established dominion over a considerable
area of the Canadian Arctic with a huge fur trade monopoly. In Canada
the true arctic fur resources were .tapped only after 1900 and it was
not until the 1920's that the most northerly islands were officially
occupied to establish sovereignty., Although the earlier white man
entering the arctic felt it somewhat "unsporting" to adopt too many of
the indigenous techniques of arctic living, in the sense that it took
the "glamour" and "adventure" out of the effort; it was soon discovered
that in order to survive the natives' habits would have to be studied
more carefully. It was Stefansson who finally established the need for
adapting the natives' techniques and in doing so was able to do a great
deal of pioneer work in the arctic and dispel many of the misconceptions.
10.
From earliest times contacts with the natives have been almost purely on
the basis of commercial exploitation with the subsequent disruption of
the traditional patterns of life and eventually dependence on the trader.
Missionaries have always been active and although they have done much good
work they have not always been successful in adapting the native to his
new conditions.1 5 This fundamental conflict of civilisation versus the
stone age has been handled in different ways by different groups. In
Eurasia the native has generally been absorbed by the expanding population
from the south whereas in North America he has remained relatively free of
the white civilisation physically but of course very deeply affected by
its commercial interests. Through a well organised paternalistic
approach the Greenlanders under Danish rule have probably been the best
treat'ed. They are almost 100% literate and Greenland has recently become
a province of Denmark -so that political and social equality are well
advanced. Canada, just now gwakening to the vast problem of the transi-
tion of stone age peoples to the twentieth century, has much ground to
cover.
To protest the inequities of the contacts is academic since the damage
has already been done.. Romantic ideas of leaving the Canadian Eskimo
to his traditional hunting and fishing nomadic life are unrealistic
since. with their increasing numbers the land will no longer support them
even at their present deplorable living standards.l6  The transition of
these 11,000 people to wage employment in competition with their fellow
citizens is a difficult task, but it must be done. They have one advan-
1 5 Geography of the Northlands, op.cit., p. 179
l6Phillips, R.A.J., An Introduction to the Canadian North, Department of
Northiern Affairs and Natural Resources, Ottawa, October, 1957
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tage in that they are best equipped to take over the operation of northern
development as soon as they master the necessary skills.
"Constitutionally, by nature and heritage the Eskimos are the
logical human main stays in the utilization of all the resources
of the arctic.. If they are to be forever pigeonholed as hunters
and trappers and nothing else, pressed into the missionary mold,
they will be swept away with the tide of progress."17
It is Canadian policy that the Eskimo shall not become a second class
citizen and already mixed communities with both races are living side by
side and attending the same schools.1 8
The contemporary interest in the arctic stems from two principal sources,
geography and resources. One might say that rather than changing his
earlier concepts from a flat world to a spherical shape, man went
through a stage of thinking in a cylindrical manner. The mercator
projection had much to do with this approach and it is only recently that
the concept of great circle travel has been realised with the advent of
long range aircraft. A study of the world as a sphere reveals the Arctic
Ocean as a large gulf off the North Atlantic Ocean around which the land
mass of the Northern Hemisphere is strung. Considering that this land
mass contains 90% of the world population the importance of communication
over the arctic is evident. This also leads to other interesting con-
jectures, e.g. if oil is discovered in the north of the Canadian archi-
pelago it might be more feasible to use an under-ice pipeline directly to
the ice free ports of northern Europe rather than all the way to the
populated areas of Canada. Submarine travel under the ice, which is
1 7 Finnie, R., Canada Moves North, The MacMillan Co., New York, 1948, p. 85
1 8 Robertson, R.G., The Future of the North, Department of-Northern Affairs
and Natural Resources, Ottawa, November, 1957
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generally only 7 to 8 feet thick, has often been speculated and may now
be a reality. In the current international situation the arctic has
assumed even greater strategic importance and its'mastery is of vital
concern. The Soviets capitalising on the geopolitical importance of the
"Heartland" of Central Asia have made extensive use of their northern
lands for both. civilian and military purposes. One of the most important
of their developments has been the establishment of a North East sea route
across the top of Siberia with a series of re-fueling stations and a fleet
of ice breakers. North America has no such dependable trans-arctic sea
routes so vital for development. Similarly land transportation in
Siberia is much farther advanced than in the Western Hemisphere.
Even disregarding international tensions the commercial development of
the resources of the arctic is an inevitability. With the prodigous
increase in world population already underway and gaining momentum
there will be an ever increasing demand for the full utilisation of the
world's resources. The arctic, especially in North America, remains as
one of the last great undeveloped regions on the globe. 19 The principal
asset of the arctic is its vast untapped mineral resources which are
becoming ever more necessary. At present high costs prohibit extensive
utilisation but the demand is already overcoming this limitation and
extensive future development is predicted. The world population increase
is also demanding further food supplies and although the true arctic holds
little hope for agriculture, the raising of meat producing animals, rein-.
deer and ovibos holds considerable promise. The vast grazing areas of the
1 91bid. p. 6
15.
tundra have already been utilised for this purpoase and with the breaking
20 121
of traditional eating habits it can be expanded.2 ' The exploitation of
these resources will of course require permanent settlements of various
types and will form a firther area for colonisation of the world popula-
tion excess. The U.S.S.R. under this and political urgencies has already
22
developed a population of 4,500,000 in its arctic and sub-arctic areas.
Therefore, the North American arctic, which is largely Canadian, by
contrast lies relatively undeveloped.. Transportation is the vital link
required to open up these areas and plans have been made for the develop-
ment of an extensive network.
Contemporary Arctic Settlements
Although the sub-arctic, especially in Siberia and Scandinavia, has many
examples of contemporary settlement there are few comparable developments
in the true arctic. To some extent this is due to the more rigorous
climate ,but much of it is the result of a lack of a clear idea of the
problems.
"Man's ability to spread northward is, . either wholly or
chiefly cultural and depends mainly on clothes, housing and the
use of fire.n 25
While the use of suitable- clothing is a very important aspect of arctic
living, housing and the assoc'iated community developments is the field
in which the most effective work can be done.
2 0The Northward Course of Empire, op.cit.
21Teal, J.J. Jr., Golden Fleece of the Arctic, The Atlantic Monthly, Vol.
201, No. 5, March 1958, p. 76
22An Introduction to the Canadian North, op.cit., p. 4
2 5Stefansson, V., Colonisation of Northern Lands, Climate and Man, Year
Book of Agriculture, United States Department of Agriculture, Washington,
RC., 1941, p.207
'Ieier, R.L., Science and Economic Develooment, Technology Press-M.I.T.,
1956
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"The three.great environmental protections contributing to health
and longevity have been food, clothing and habitation, with every
priority to highly developed habitation arts since these provide
the context within which high levels of engineered food and cloth-
ing skills developed. n25
Although it is common to speak of tremendous advances in Siberia the
towns seem to be little different from conventional pioneer settlements.
Perhaps a patriotic pioneering zeal has made up for some of the hardships.
Spitsbergen, although far north, has a relatively mild climate and the
housing has not seened to take a form different from northern Norway or
European Russia. Scandinavia, again not truly arctic but above the Arctic
Circle, has made some notable advances. The environment is not nearly so
rugged but there is still the long dark winter common to all arctic lands.
In Lulea, Sweden, the architect, Ralph Erskine, has built an enclosed town
centre containing, on several levels, shops, restaurants, cinema, and a
public square. This has proven very successful and similar work is being
done in Kiruna. Here the housing is also being re-considered in relation
to winter sun and enclosed winter access. In Greenland town planning and
housing has retained the character of single family wood houses, growing
,out of an improvement of the native sod hut. There is, however, a move
to work with multiple dwellings in a denser development to create a more
protective and rational town form. Their chief obstacle is the danger of
fire amongst the wooden 'dwellings which at present forces a generous
spacing. They are also being driven to a more concentrated form in order
to supply all dwellings with utilities, a factor formerly not considered.26
2 5Herrington, L.P., The Physiological Engineering of Human Habitation,
John B. Pierce Foundation, New Haven, Connecticut
0Andersen, H.L., Lyager, P., Boertmann, M., Teisen, F., Byplanforslag i
Vestgronland, 1950-1951
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Alaska,. being almost entirely sub-arctic, has not yet had to cope with
the problem.
Canada
Canadian Arctic town building is relatively new and has developed much
like that of Greenland and although there are several projects under
consideration for the development of new arctic settlements the only
real example so far has been the re-location of the town of Aklavik from
its former flood prone position.27  This project illustrates several of
the engineering problems of arctic town building. They concern princip-
ally permafrost and- its. relation to foundations and utilities and have
dictated much of the building form and town layout. The buildings are
principally of wood on traditional lots with the utilities carried above
grade in 'utilidor' sej'vices ducts. The buildings are set above the
ground on piles to allow free air movement beneath them in order not to
allow building heat to escape to the ground and destroy the firm bearing
of the permafrost.
The Canadian government is becoming increasingly aware of the importance
of the establishment of balanced, amenable communities to ensure the
proper development of Canada's most valuable asset. The following state-
ments from the Department of Northern Affairs and Natural Resources reveal
a clear idea of the problems.
"If the north of the future does in fact turn into anything like
I have suggested, how will it look? We can, I think, be fairly
sure that there will not be large cities like those of the south.
2 7The Canadian North, The Canadian Architect, November, 1956
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There will probably be a few centers of 50,000 or so in the Yukon
and the Mackenzie Valley - the focal points of road and rail
-transportation. In these two regions there will be areas too of
farming (mostly for the local market), of lumbering and commercial
fishing. There will probably be ranching in the valley of the
Slave River.
But over most of the north the future will probably appear much
the way it now looks in our southern north - in the mining regions
..of Ontario. Scattered communities - some a thousand or two in
population, others ten or fifteen thousand - grown up around mines
of all kinds. They will be linked to the south or to seaboard by
,.road or rail in most cases, but some will probably depend on large
and efficient aircraft to carry in their supplies and carry out their
mineral product.
The population of the communities will be a complete mixture - and
the native inhabitants will not all be at the bottom.
But before that day comes, there is a tremendous amount to do, I
have mentioned the need for transportation facilities, for educa-
tion and for human adjustment. We have also a long way to go in
technique.
Until just recently we had -not really begun to think in any
original fashion about the special problems of providing for life
in the north. We know a bit about building in permafrost - but
not, I suspect, .as much as our friends the Russians. We have never
so far as I am aware, in all of Canada, started from first prine
ciples and designed a house for Arctic living. It is not good ~
enough to take a southern house and jam in more insulation. In
the first place it costs too much,- and in the .second place the
result is no. good anyway. We have to work out a method to enclose
more space than in the south (since much of life has to be lived
inside in winter) - keep out the biting cold of a thirty mile an
hour wind at 50 degrees below zero - and yet not spend a fortune
in doing it. New materials, new methods, new concepts have to be
applied.
How will we provide sewer and water service for a community of
several thousand in a place where there are no lakes that do not
freeze to the bottom in winter? How do you get the water to go
in - and how do you dispose of the sewage that comes out? This
is more or less the problem of Frobisher Bay, where a new town is
going up. It may end up with purifiers and re-circulation of
water; to reduce both the inflow and the outflow. The people may
well live in reinforced, concrete apartments with enclosed play
space for adults and children alike.
These are only possibilities. Just how things can best be done
we do not know. What we all should know, however, is that the
north has a future of very real promise - but that future will not
be realized without the investment of a great deal more money and
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ingenuity than we have put into it so far."n2 8
"More difficult is the establishment of a social life in isolated
settlements acceptable to modern standards. This involves a wide
field of social studies including the relations between native and
white populations, the provision of adequate educational and
cultural facilities, the development of responsible local govern-
ment and the fostering of interests to attract a permanent rather
than a transient population. "2 9
* One of the most significat features of these new towns will be the pro-
vision of facilities for full family life. From experience gained in
.pioneer and isolated communities in other parts of Canada married men
30living with their families provide the most stable labour force, and
theref.ore community development will have to take on this added challenge.
They will be considerably different from the traditional frontier town
with its unbalanded sex ratio, transient workers. drunkeness, and
gamnbling, but the added expense is necessary if the Canadian North is
to become a stable part of the nation.
28The Future of the North, op.cit., p.22-24
2
'Rowley, D., edited, Arctic Research, Special Publication #2 of the
Arctic Institute of North America, December, 1955, p.224 ff
WCrawford, K.G., Single Enterprise Communities in Canada, Central
Mortgage and Housing Corporation report, Queens' University, 1953, p.27
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The problems facing the establishment of stable communities in the arctic
fall into two categories; socio-psychological and physical. Of these
the latter has been met already in many developments especially those for
military purposes. The socio-psychological aspect is however more com-
plicated.
Socio-psychological
The prime consideration is that of the type of people who will inhabit
these new communities. They fall into two groups.. First, those in con-
tact with the country and performing particular arctic tasks, The Royal
Canadian Mounted Police, traders, missionaries, and administrators. They
are generally happy but form a small portion of-the incoming population.
The second and largest group are those people performing tasks which are
essentially the same as they would perform in more temperate areas except
under more rigorous conditions. In the past, especially, they have been
held by high wages and contracts but have generally been rather unhappy
and transient. It is with this segnent of the population that the success
or failure of the new communities lies. Good working conditions are, of
course, a factor but are beyond this thesis. The point at which some-
thing can be done, is in the community plan and the living accommodations.
It is of little value to bring families into the arctic if they are to be
ill-housed'in a shack town and thus further aggravatethe workers grievances
1 Conversation with G.W. Rowley, Secretary, Advisory Committee on Northern
Development, D.N.A.N.R. Ottawa, January, 1958
2 Crawford, K.G.,' Single Enterprise Communities in Canada, Central Mortgage
and Housing Corporation report, Queens' University, 1955
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The problem of providing amenable family living in the arctic generally
boils down to the provision of adequate facilities for the housewife and
the small child. Since the men spend most of their time at their work and
older children are occupied with school and other group activities, their
problems in relation to the habitat are not so demanding. They, of course,
require certain spaces for family and persbnal activities but are not so
wholly dependent on the environment of the habitat as the mother and child.
In an area of such rigorous conditions and high costs the gains made.in
maintaining a happy and.stable community will be well repaid in the
efficiency of the employees. It is therefore an economic as well as a
humane move to provide high quality housing.
For various reasons, perhaps the present high standard of living in the
western world and the general materialistic'leanings of people, there
are few who wish to put up with much hardship o r privation in the interests
of advancing frontiers. Good pay will always be an incentive but families
will expect reasonable accommodation especially if they plan to remain at
all permanently. Within the dwelling there is little technical difficulty
in providing a full range of utilities, heating and appliances, within a
suitably large space. The provision of space is of course one of the most
important aspects since with its increase comes increases in initial
building cost, heating and extent of utilities, streets, etc. Therefore
it is necessary to establish the scale of space required and to assess the
possibility of using .some communal space to free space within the home.
Although some arbitrary standard such as Central Mortgage and Housing
Corporation should be met, there will have to be provisions to cover the
increased indoor times due to the environment. These will include such
TA B L E 1
SCHEUJLE OF AREAS FOR THE DWELLING
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sleeping and dressing
personal cleanliness and
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food preparation and
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things as workshop, playroom and study areas, as well as private areas for
the-family members. A schedule of areas within the home has been prepared
based on Planning the home for occupancy standards with certain revisions.
Within the community plan careful consideration must be given to the
balance between individual privacy and opportunity for casual meetings and
group activities. In a small isolated community nothing could be more
irritating than a set of forced acquaintanceships which infringed on the
family privacy. For this reason it is probably unwise to be too dependent
on communal facilities, despite the economy of their use. Also arrange-
ments should allow for considerable~social mobility rather than setting
too rigid a pattern of groupings.
The community plan should provide a protective feeling in contrast to
the bleakness of the surrounding landscape. While it would be unrealistic
to attempt to have the inhabitants ignore the environment completely,
their daily activities should be internally focused. There will be suf-
ficient natural chances in almost any scheme to be aware of its presence.
In contrast to the almost formlessness of the landscape, especially during
the winter, a well disciplined plan for the community will help to esta-
blish a sense of order within the immediate environment. Taken as a
whole the community should form a defined element in the landscape and
not peter out at its edges. Here again colour could be very effective
as a foil for the monochromatic outlook.
Isolation will be a real problem in most arctic communities since there
i-s little likelihood of road connection to the south due to construction
21.
difficulties and the very short period for water navigation. Air will
serve as the most important link with the outside world but even its ser-
vice is very dependent on weather conditions. Radio will play a vital part
in combatting isolation but its very presence may make the inhabitants
more aware of what they are missing. Isolation can be relieved to some
extent by taking advantage of all the suitable technical advances and by
developing as lively a community as possible but certain inescapable
factors will remain. These will be such things as the time involved and
the necessity of making arrangements for trips 'out'; and the visual
bleakness of the countryside. However these are not so vastly different
from the problems faced by faiiilies in some of the mining, fishing,
logging, or air base towns in other parts of North America. To some
extent this is a factor which the people accept or if they cannot they
seek other work. Holidays will be very important and families will pre-
sumably fly out to visit friends and relatives in more temperate climes,
perhaps also shopping for major items. This break is generally felt to be
very necessary to the morale of the wives especially. It is difficult to
say whether even exceptional. physical conditions can overcome the isolation
but many families under similar conditions have come to love the life and
have made permanent homes.
The need for recreational facilities will be strong especially since the
average inhabitants will be relatively young and they generally will not
have the diversions of home maintenance to occupy them.3 Due to the
rigorous climate during the winter and the muddy ground during the short
3 1bid.
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summer most of the activity will be indoors. Ice skating and hockey
will probably be very popular and will require an indoor rink to avoid
the nuisances of uneven ice and snow removal. As well as the gymnasium
there should also be a building like a field house for other sports.
During the winter skiing will no doubt be popular at times when there is
sufficient snow coverage. Although the countryside is often quite barren
there is usually considerable animal, bird and fish life, and men and
boys will no doubt find much diversion by hunting and, fishing as the
Eskimos have done traditionally. This will however be of little value to
the women and younger children. For the women milder forms of relaxation
such as bowling, will generally be provided as well as facilities for
club meetings and social gatherings. Children will play outdoors during
the winter as in any of the prairie towns but during severe. weather and
the 'gumbo' of the summer sheltered or indoor facilities wil]be required.
In general the approach to life in these areas has been to make it as
'normal' as possible. That is, by such practices as having a Ill range
of shops, rather than a central supply depot or company store and allow-
ing automobiles although their use may be restricted to a short road
system. The town government and relations with the chief employer, if
such is the case, are very important factors in the morale of the community.
Somewhere between paternalism and complete disregard of legitimate needs
of the people by the authorities lies a balanced arrangement. These and
the problems of dwelling ownership are however beyond the scope of this
thesis.
One of the most important features of life around the Arctic Circle is the
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sun. During the long winter when it is gone or almost so its brief
appearances are tremendously important to the morale of the people. From
the chart of the family's activities in relation to the sun it can be seen
that during the crucial winter period the husband is at work and the older
children are at school. It is therefore with the housewife and small
children that the importance of orientation lies. When this is related
to the areas they will use it is evident that the kitchen work space,
children's play area require the most favourable orientation. On the
other hand during the times of relaxation of the family during the evening
there will be sun only from April to September at which time it will be in
the north west. The sleeping areas are not as dependent on orientation
except to the extent of requiring tight window coverings to keep the long
summer sun out. From this we can arrive at a generalized orientation
pattern.
housewife's work areas - south
children's play area - south
relaxation - west and north
sleeping - variable
Another pertinent factor dealing with orientation is that during the
crucial times of the year the sun angle is so lois 30 at noon December 21,
that it is necessary to have a clear southern exposure to be of any value.
North slopes are also to be avoided. It must be remembered that streets
and public spaces will require good orientation if they are to form a
pleasant community especially during the winter months. Although the
dwelling should take preference it may be necessary to make some conces-
sions to the total habitat.
One of the principal psychological reactions to the rigorous climate and
dark winters, both in the northern Scandinavian countries and the North
3 ACLEAN's
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American Arctic and Sub-arctic is the raising of plants. Besides adding
a touch of colour to a drab outlook they seem to symbolize at least a
partial conquest of the environment. Therefore, some window box, or small
hot house, probably related to the housewife's area seems desirable.
Physical
The most obvious problem in the arctic is the extremely low temperatures
and their duration. Although the principal defence is in the perfection
of suitable building techniques, e.g. tight construction, vapour barriers,
good insulation; there are other approaches which can alleviate the situ-
ation. The most important of these is use of the principal of a btrati-
fication; that is that cold air falls and warm air rises. One of the
wbrst problems is the entry into buildings through a normal door' With
a temperature differential of perhaps 1000 between inside and out a
normal door opening allows a wall of cold air to literally fall into the
building. This can be reduced by the use of a vestibule but it is best
eliminated by entry from below, taking a cue from the natives. According
to Viljhalmar Stefansson, noted arctic expert, even with an unsealed
opening a quite large temperature difference can be maintained.
The problem of wind is rather difficult to assess because if a building
is sheltered from wind it is in danger of becoming covered in drifting
snow. Especially in relation to the community plan it would seem best to
allow the wind to blow freely thus clearing the areas around the buildings;
and to combat the heat loss due to wind by using compact structures.
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Permafrost presents many difficulties in arctic construction. Since
below its three foot active layer it is a hard impervious surface which
either must be thawed artificially or blasted, extensive excavation is
prohibitive. In well drained ground, e.g. gravel, the thawing makes
little difference to the properties of the soil, but with high moisture
content soil thawing can turn the formerly-solid ground into a liquid-
like slurry. Rock is of course unaffected since it contains no moisture.
These factors are strong determinants in both the location and form of
buildings. 5  Sites in the arctic fall into two broad categories, those
on well drained ground, often hillsides or rock, and those on poorly
drained ground, generally flat. For each case the construction practide
varies. In the first case standard construction techniques may be used
since the thawing of this ground does not affect the foundations. In
the second case the practice has been to'use the passive method, i.e.
not to disturb the permafrost level upon which it is possible to bear the
structure. This is done by building a gravel pad 3 to 5 feet thick which
insulates the unstable ground from the heat of the building. Bearing of
permanent structures is often on piles which are steam jetted into the
permafrost and allowed to freeze in solid. *In this case the penetration
of the pile should be sufficient to resist the heaving action of the
thawing active layer during the summer. As a further insurance that the
heat from the building does not reduce the permafrost level and cause
foundation settling, buildings are raised a few feet above the ground to
allow cold air to pass beneath them, or cold air ducts are placed in the
Muller, S.W., Permafrost or Permanently Frozen Ground-and Related
Engineering Problems, Ann Arbor, 1947
!Pihlainen, J.A., Permafrost and Buildings - Better Building Bulletin #5,
National Research Council of Canada, Division of Building Research,
September, 1955, p. 9 and 15.
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floors. The floors are also well insulated.6
The provision of utilities is also greatly affected by the permafrost
since they cannot be laid in the ground due to construction difficulties.
Therefore they are run above the ground generally in service mains which
are insulated against the cold and sometimes heated.7 This also allows
for easy access in case of emergencies which would be impossible during
the winter with buried lines in frozen: soil.
The generally unstable ground conditions impose certain limitations on
the use of sites. During the winter they are uniformly frozen hard with
drifting. snow on the surface. In summer the poorly drained areas of
ground become quagmires of mud and small ponds. Outside of the sparse
indigenous growth there is nothing that will grow. Even the native
growth is so fragile as to .be unable- to withstand any abuse and would
probably not survive extensive walking and certainly not childrents play.
Therefore site planning considerations must be revised from the tradi-
tional single lot and garden concept. If areas of stable ground during
the summer do not exist they should be created and related to the
recreational activities. With the use of gravel pads for building founda-
tions and large scale earth moving machines this may be done very much in
the manner of airport runway donstruction. Also in consideration of
ground use the bad microclimatic effects in the north shadlow of buildings
should be noted. Here the winter sun never penetrates, snow remains for
a longer time and the permafrost level generally rises. About the best
'United States Army, Corps of Engineers, Arctic and Sub-arctic construction,
Part XV, Chapter 1, October, 1954, pp. 11-14
7Hyland, W.L. and Mellish, M.H., Steam Heated Conduits, Utilidors, Protect
Service Pipes from Freezing, Civil Engineering, Vol. 19, No. 1, January 1949
pp. 27-29
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that can be done to relieve this situation is to build on a south slope
and thereby minimize the shaded area. When the factors of a long, rigorous
winter and short, wet summer at least at -ground level, are considered, it
seems very reasonable to think of some kind of enclosed paved access
between the dwelling units and the other community facilities. This has
already been used in arctic military establishments and coupled with the
utilidor system seem like a very reasonable solution.- It could be openable
for warm weather use and in the winter enclosed but probably not heated.
The addition of this element to the community grouping has certain
shading and snow drifting problems which will effect other parts of the
-layout
Outside. of the special requirements to combat permafrost, construction
techniques in the arctic differ mainly in degree rathe'r than in kind from
8:
those in the north temperate and sub-arctic zones. This probably is
quite true as J.ong as the building form is basically similar but if the
form should change the construction techniaues-should be re-valuated.
The primary requirements of wall construction of a heated dwelling to meet
arctic conditions are:
1. strength and rigidity
2. resistance to heat flow
3. resistance to water vapour flow
4. resistance to air flow and liquid water movement
5. resistance to fire.
The standard 2" x 4" a 16" o.c. stud wall construction with sheathing,
building paper, exterior finish, insulation between the studs, vapour
barrier and interior finish has been recommended as fulfilling these
8Dickens, H.B., Buildings for the North, National Research Council of
Canada, Division of Building Research, December, 1955
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requirements.9 Of special interest is the note that prefabricated panel
construction has not proven satisfactory due to the joint problem which
is accented by the rocking of the walls with foundation movement. Similar
troubles were found with panels at Thule, U.S. Air Force Base, in northern
Greenland. 1 0 The use of a structure other than of wood presents pro-
blems in the heat transmission through the wall and consequent condensa-
tion. Wood does however have the serious drawback of not being fire-
proof. At present this' is overcome at least on the community level by the
wide spacing of the buildings. However with the need for denser communi-
ties for economic as well as psychological reasons this is a serious
handicap. The Swedish have been successfil with the use of lightweight
insulating concrete under almost as severe conditions, thereby defeating
the fire problem. In the later buildings at Thule a system of reinforced
concrete structure with precast concrete panels backed up with insulation
has been used.11 To further complicate the problem a system must be
devised which can be enclosed quickly during the brief summer building
season so that interior work may be carried on in the winter, Construction
activities will have to be carefully doordinated with the importation of
materials which will almost always be from the southern regions. A
typical sequence of building would be the driving of piles one summer in
order that they may freeze in over the winter and the construction of the
exterior shells of the buildings during the next summer, with finishing
being carried on the following winter.
91bid.
1U'Thule, Architectural Forum, February 1958, p. 117
llIbid.
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Summary
From the analysis certain recommendations can be made in regard to the
design of a habitat for the arctic.
site selection
-preference or a south facing slope to take advantage of the low
winter sun
- build on rock or well drained soil if possible
general
- importance of the brief winter sun and its low angle
- orientation of the dwelling in respect'to family activities
- importance of sun into the public spaces also
- need for a strong community form
- inward looking community
- visual significance of the above grade utilities
- protected access required
1 2this can be the equivalent of a several weeks earlier spring, a vital
factor in the arctic
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airline, military, and hning
traffic into the area has opened
q the possibilities and
lbdges are planned iziia
which provide goodshin n
added attraction to Arcti It-
seeing.-
The area is by no means deso-
late, but consists of numerous
mountainous sections, with sdme
ranges and peaks up to 10,000
feet high. While treesare seldom
seen in the Arctic, the sumrmer
vegetation consists of numq*
colorful flowers and' l11,
with a wide variety of e
to be seen, rac ou
to seals.
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D E S I G N
The results of these studies are synthesized in the design of the habitat
for Frobisher Bay on Baffin Island in the Canadian Eastern Arctic. This
project is intended to serve as a prototype design for other similar
arctic communities so that an attempt has been made to resolve all aspects
of the habitat problem on two typical site conditions.
Background
The basic reason for the community is in support of the stop-over airfield
for trans-polar commercial flights and some military facilities. It also
serves as an administrative centre for a large arctic area and as a
rehabilitation centre for Eskimos returning from tuberculosis treatment in
southern Canada. Although the need for the stop-over airfield will be
gone with the use of longer range aircraft it is expected that Frobisher
Bay will be an important centre in the Eastern Canadian Arctic for com-
munication, administration, and- perhaps new sources of employment such as
mining and fishing.
The inhabitants will be principally employees of the various airlines or of
the military establishment and will probably be on contract periods of from
two to five years. However with good working conditions and family
accommodation they may remain longer. There will also be a core of ser-
vice personnel for the commerce in the town which will probably own or lease
businesses and will be fairly permanent. Shift work will, of course, be
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common since the airfield will be in use constantly and this should
result in some staggering of commercial and recreational facilities
although in other communities this has not been the case.1  The noise
problem for sleeping shift workers must be carsfully considered both
within the dwelling and within the town. During the two extremes of day
and night, midsummer and midwinter shift work will seem little different
than normal hours.
Arrangements for shopping facilities will be as normal as possible, i.e.
no central supply depot biit various shops with competition and a wide
range of choice. The number of establishments and their respective
stocks will have to accuunt for the fact that there is no major centre
nearby. People will probably take shopping trips by air to Montreal or
perhaps western Europe but seldom more than once a year. Mail order
buying through catalogues will probably be very popular as in other
isolated areas. The commercial area will need large storage facilities
since almost all supplies for the entire year will have to come in by
ship during the few icefree months in the summer.
Generally speaking education will be carried out as in any other similar
Canadian town with the Eskimo students fully integrated. The traditional
church schools run by the Roman Catholic Church will probably appear and
to this extent will duplicate facilities. Due to the widely scattered
population the school will also serve a huge area of the Eastern Arctic by
providing dormitory accommodation for students.
1Crawford, K.G., Single Enterprise Communities in Canada, Central Mort-
gage and Housing Corporation report, Queens' University, 19r3,
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Religion will be treated as normal with at least one Protestant and one
Catholic Church.
Past experiences have shown that people living in the arctic have tended
to keep 'airly well to themselves by living in rather spread out communi-
ties. However, with the advent of larger communities with complete
facilities and -a full range of social and recreational activities there
will probably be a stronger cohesive force amongst the people. There will
still have to be opportunities for those desiring either personal or
family privacy to do so. This choice may be even more necessary due to
the extreme isolation -and the dangers inherent in internal frictions.
As complete medical and health facilities as possible will be provided as
well as the Eskimo rehabilitation centre.
The Department of Northern Affairs and Natural Resources has stated that
the Eskimo will be integrated completely if he wishes to leave his tradi-
tinnal ways for the "advantages" of civilisation. With the education of
the Eskimo children it is felt that they will be able to accept the
responsibilities and benefits of contemporary life. Some difficulty may
be encountered with the integration of present Eskimo families who wish it,
into the community, especially with the tendency to gather neaby in slum-
like shack towns. This could be avoided by providing some transitional
form of dwelling between the sod hut and the fully equipped home. There
is a danger however in creating a "native area" of lower quality which is
distinc'tly against the government policy. Problems of inter-racial friction
are hard to asseE:since the situation has rarely Drisen previously with the
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Eskimo but with a firm government policy of full integration from the
beginning they can be solved.
Local government will advance as soon as possible to municipal status
although initial development will almost certainly be through a Crown
Corporation.
Although it is hoped that some people will be permanent and therefore
likely to own their home, a large majority will be in rented accommoda-
tion. The Crown Corporation and later the municipality will probably
own the buildings although it is possible that private building may
operate also.
Isolation will be both a physical and a psychological problem since
connections with the settled parts of Canada are very tenuous. There
is no land connection since the Hudson Strait separates Baffin Island
from continental North America, although during winter there is presumably
a possibility of access by sled over the ice. This is however of little
value since that part of Northern Quebec is equally as barren and unin-
habited. There is sea connection only from late July to September and
at that it is a several thousand mile journey from the nearest important
port. The air service at present is twice weekly to Montreal, about 1200
miles to the south, as w6ll as, of course, the frequent international air-
liners stopping over.
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The external transportation pattern is principally related to the airfield
with a brief flurry of summertime activity when the ships are able to
bring in bulkier material. Ships are presently achored in Koojesse Bay
and the supplies brought in to shore by lighter or landing barges. The
internal transportation system will be principally between the dwellings
and the working places at the airfield. While this would be most effici-
ently handled by a bus line,. there will no doubt be a considerable number
of private automobiles. In spite of the obvious difficulties and limited
amount of road, 'people will generally wish to bring their car in if only
for its prestige value. It might be possible to restrict the import of
private automobiles but it is generally felt that allowing their use by
those who wish to pay for it will be an important morale factor in
"normalizing"the life. Within the community itself it is expected that
most of the housewives' trips will be made on foot due to the relatively
short distances. However, for such things as the "traditional" weekend
shopping, the car will probably be used, and -during bad weather. During
winter the roads will generally be in good condition and since the snow-
fall is light they should be easy to keep clean. Problems will be met
with snow drifting in lee conditions and during the summer thaw. Because
of the ingrained use of the automobile and the lack of continuous deep
snow such vehicles as snow mobiles do not seem to be practical.
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POPULATION DATA
Eskimo
-White,
Family Structure
Eskimo
1
2
5
4
56
15
10
30
25
10
10
625
600
4225
162 families 1002 families
AC00MODATION
Single Persons
N
total family lodgers
96
1080
50% ( 48)
30% (324)
dormitory accommodation
48
904 (say 800 -
some bachelor suites
but mostly dormitory
rooms)
162
1002
1164
White
No.
_96
32
65
41
13
11
30
20
20
10
10
No .
1080
300
90
~{2
Eskimo
White
Families
Eskimo
White
Table 2 - continued
Space requirements
1 br 2 br 4 br
32
65
15 26
16 8 24
32 80 42 8 162
540 54o
500 500
30 60 90
48 24 72
54o 550 108 24 1002
Assuming that the lodgers going families enter mainly the 5 and 4
person families we must increase the number of bedrooms alloted.
Increase for boarders
Eskimo
5 107-
19 40%
19 40%
-5 10%
White
52 10%
200 60%
60 20%
10%
Revised space requirements with boarders
total number of families is the same but accommodation increased
1 br
27
Eskimo:
2 persons
5 persons
4 persons
5 persons
White:
2 persons
5 persons
4 persons
5 persons
Sum totals
2 br
5
46
9
3 br
19
19
4 br
15
total
52
65
41
11 15 24
26 60 49 26 162
508 52 540
100 200 500
10 4o 40 90
16 56 72
508 142 256 96 1002
535 202 305 122 1164 family units
Since total racial integration is the policy these housing
can be added to obtain the net housing requirements.
Eskimo:
2 persons
5 persons
4 persons
5 persons
White:
2 persons
5 persons
4 persons
5 persons
total
52
65
41
2 persons
5 persons
4 persons
5 persons
figures
T A B L E 3
ENVIRONMENTAL DATA FROBISHER BAY NORTH W4EST TERRITORIES CANADA 1
63 0 45'N 68 0 331f
Precipitation
Sun Rain &
Temperature
Daily Daily
Snow Max. Min.
Cloudiness Days of'
Visibility
76 miles
Noon Sun Maximum
Angle Possible
Daylight
3.0"
5.8
4.6
4.0
5.7
1.8
-' 4
-3"
.58
.46
.4
.75
.94
1.38
1.88
2.37
8.2 .91
9.0 .91
4.0 -4
-11*F -24 0 F
-12 -24
0
14
31
43
53
50
40
29
18
5
-18
-2
18
32
39
38
51
19
7
-11
36%
28
36
39
58
61
56
64
65
56
55
36
28 days
24
27
26
26
25
29
28
26
26
24
26
50
15
25
57
45
49
45
37
25
15
5
3
5:02 hours
8s28
11:40
15:11
18:43
21:53
20:15
16:39
13:07
9:46
6:16
3:42
Year 51.5" 11.28" 210F 9 0 F -
Frobisher Bay Pangnirtung
Comparable Location
Winter Design Frobisher Bay Toronto Summer Design
Temperature Temperature
10.
-500F
-45
-40
-40
-10OF
- 5
0
f10
1%
21-2
5
10
Frobisher Bay Toronto
60%
55
55
55
85-90OF
85-90
80-85
80
Total hours of bright sun
Degree Days 650F base
Frobisher Bay
Toronto
Frobisher Bay
Toronto
Rae, R.W., Climate of the Canadian Arctic Archipelago, Meteorological
Division, Department of Transport, Toronto, 1951
Thomas, M.K., Climatological Atlas of Canada, National Research Council,
Ottawa, 1953
Jan.
Feb.
Mar.
April
May
June
July
Aug.
Sept.
Oct.
Nov.
Dec.
650N Lat.
1200
2000
17500
7500
55.
Site data
See Table 3.
The selection of the site, known as Apex Hill, is outside the scope of
this thesis and has been accepted as the best within the immediate area
of the airfield. The airfield has naturally taken the flattest land with
reasonable access to the sea. When the present airfield was established
in 1942 the Hudson's Bay Post was moved from the earlier site, 30 miles
away, to Apex Hill. The most recent developments have taken place
around the airfield but have been primarily of a service nature with a
limited amount of housing. Although there appears to be some land
available near the airstrip it seems wisest to keep the community away
from the noise and danger of the aircrart and to allow for extension of
the runways. Apex Hill is about 3 miles from the airfield or five miles
by the recently built road.
The site is a fairly typical one of the arctic with about a 5} foot
active layer above a continuous permafrost table. In the central trough
area of the site there is rather poor drainage and bed rock is often not
found until a depth of fifty feet. Water supply is presumably from the
nearby stream from some distance back in the hills. The drainage pattern
is quite clear in the rocky area but is slightly confased in the central
trough which is somewhat of a basin. Local climatic observations are
only very general. The wind is from the Southeast in summer and the
Northwest in winter with gusts up to 120 miles per hour. Snow drifting
is common with drifts of 6 to 8 feet in lee conditions, while bare rock
is often exposed. The bay is of course iced over from about October to
May and presents a flat stable area indistinguishable from the land surfaces.
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Site development
The existing structures which have been erected on the basis of a much
smaller community are generally small and easily moved. Therefore it is
assumed that they will be re-located since to jeopardize the planning of
a new and larger town by incorporating them would be unwise.
The town plan is intended as a .framework for the study of the dwellings.
However certain aspects must be noted. The land use is based on the use
of the best oriented areas for housing with other activities taking the
other areas. Therefore the north slope of Apex Hill is to be avoided and
the south facing hillsides utilised. The town centre was located in the
less desirable area north of Apex Hill with a westerly oriented slope
for the evening sun. Here also it will be close to water access during
the annual shipping period. It will also be possible to provide central
community facilities on this relatively level area. This will include
such things as the school, playfield, shopping centre, etc. In order to
keep the housing within a reasonable walking distance, - mile radius,2
and to reduce the lengths of roads and utilities, it was decided to
also utilise the flat central area of the site so that the town could be
more compact.
The non-housing requirements of the town will have to be briefly considered.
The principal element will be the commercial centre. which should contain
about 35,000 square feet3 based on the needs of 1200 families with an
additional area to compensate for the lack of a nearby larger centre.
2National Housing Agency, Public Housing Design, Federal Public Housing
Authority, Washington, D.C., 1946, p. 11
oriyama, R. Urban Renewal, Planning the Neighbourhood, The R.A.I.C.
,Journal, January, 1958,
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There will also be a movie theatre which will probably double as a school
auditorium. These facilities along with certain administrative and pro-
fessional offices will form the core of the centre and should be grouped
around protected public spaces. Adjacent to the centre will be the ser-
vice industries and the storage area. These will have to be sufficiently
large to accommodate one year's supply since all- bulk items will be
brought in during the ten week long shipping season. For several reasons
the school is also located in this complex. Principally because so many
of its facilities will also be used for adult recreation during the
evenings it should be related to the centre of town. This concentration
will also serve to give the town a well developed focus. When consider-
ing recreational activities the ground conditions must be noted. During
the warmer months when outdoor sports will be played, the normal ground
will be too muddy for use and therefore it will have to be replaced with
a gravel fill. Since it would be prohibitively expensive to attempt to
build the total traditional recreation areas for a town of this size it
has been decided to create a relatively small area of good ground for
organised sports, both for adult recreation and for the school. An area
of about 400 square feet would provide space for games such as soccer or
baseball. During the winter the whole site will be available for outdoor
activities such as skiing and sledding.
Other public and semi-public butildings should perhaps not be directly
associated with the centre but will naturally not be too far away. This
will include churches, hospital and rehabilitation centre, and hostel for
the school children.
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Transportation
The use of private automobiles although seemingly irrational will have to
be accounted for but due to high transportation costs their numbers will
be small. A figure of one per six households will be used, estimated from
the experiences of other isolated communities. This will be supplemented
by bus service to the airfield for the workers. Within the town walking
distances should not be excessive and with adequate protection from the
environment only a limited amount of roads will be required for servicing.
Housin
The housing can be broken down into several types. First, the single per-
son accommodation which will be in dormitories containing communal faci-
lities related to the town centre where their activities will be concen-
trated. Between this accommodation and that of families will be a group
of one-bedroom apartments for families without children or single people
of a more permanent nature. These will be divided amongst the housing
areas in order to make each area relatively heterogenious and allow for
choices of accommodation. The, family accommodation then comprises the
principal element of the housing.
It has been assumed that there will be relatively little home ownership
since few families will remain more than five years. Therefore a scheme
with a variety of accommodation within a standardised system is required.
The principal controlling factor is the relation of the housewife and child
to the environment. This implies first a close relation of the huse to
the small child's play areas, and the relation to orientation. This leads
4 Stein, C.S., Toward New Towns for America, Reinhold Publiehing Corporation,
New York, 1957
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to the use of units which are directly connected to the ground level.
Another element in this is the reaction of the inhabitants. In order to
give a high degree of pivacy as possible and a direct relation to the
"stroet"; to avoid the psychological disadvantages of apartment living,
row type dwellings will be used. These give each dwelling a "doorstep", 5
and avoid the acoustical problems of families one above another. In
terms of developing a compact town pattern these will provide a balance
between density and privacy.
The use of tall apartment buildings, besides the unfortunate mental
attitude of North Americans toward them, is also rejected because of the
high winds and the huge shadowed areas created to the north during the
crucial winter months. With the low sun angle in winter tall buildings
require extremely large spacing to avoid shading each other and thus
create vest unuseable areas which further scatter the community. There
is also the psychological problem of creating a series of long vistas
which further accent the bleakness of the setting. Low dwellings looking
inward with a scale related to ihe human being, in contrast to the vast-
ness of the environment will provide a protective feeling.
Within a community of this size, really only a neighbourhood by definition
yet a town, it is doubtful if there will be any significant adult sub-
grouping at a lower level. In fact to allow for ease of varied social
contacts "neighbourhoods" should not be rigidly created. Site conditions
5 Smithson, A. and P., An Urban Project, Architects' Year Book #5, Elek
Books Limited, London, 1955, pp. 49-556 Taylor, R. The Social Basis of Town Planning, Architects' Year Book #4,
Paul Elek, London, 1952, pp. 27-32
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will probably give a degree of separate elements at any rate. There is
however ample reason for a small unit based on the daily activities of the
housewife and the small child. This could be related to the nursery school
and play areas. At this level it would be desirable to provide a small
convenience shop. 7 Although it is true that the town centre will be
relatively close the. establishment of a few smaller groups will help to
create the feeling of a large complex and a limited degree of urbanity.-
At the level immediately above the dwelling there is no significant group-
ing. A possibility would be use of communal. laundries or storage space
butthese it is felt would lead to the kinds of housewives' grievances so
important to avoid in an isolated community. Therefore no particular
figure can be set and the requirements of other aspects of the community
plan will determine the physical shape of the dwelling groupings. Between
each group there should be freedom of movement and generally the possibility
of various ways to walk and play areas for children.
The fahily habitat is principally based on the recommended orientation
pattern in conjunction with the desire to relate the dwelling to the
"street" and child's play. The following standards form a basis for the
program.
interior versus exterior
a. is there reasonable protection from noise and invasion of public
from street, particularly for living, dining, and play areas
b. is there easy access from living, dining, and play areas to
similar space outdoors
c. is the kitchen as close as possible to service entrAfce
d. is the easy access from laundry to yard
e. is the outside space for children's play easily supervised from
mother's work areas
7 Tapiola Garden City, Arkkitehti, Suomen Arkkitehtiliitto, 1-2/1956
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space for children inside
a. is there space for playpen easily supervised by mother when
cooking, ironing, sewing,. etc.
b. can play of very young and older children be separated
c. can adults sit in comfort away from noise of older children's
play spaces
d. is there space in bedroom or elsewhere for older children to
study with some privacy
e. is there a bath or toilet near young c.hildren's.indoor play
.space (and entrance from outdoors)
.if possible circulation of children between indoor and outdoor
space should not be through "parlour" part of living space
g. does bathroom arrangement facilitate care of babies
adult indoor spaces for living
a. is there space for simultaneous separate adult entertainment
and older children's play
b. is there space for workshop or other hobby for father
c. is there convenient, well lighted space for sewing and ironing."8
There are however certain modifications required for this particular
climatic area. The principal element being that of outdoor space and yard.
Combining this with the requirements of a weatherbreak between the weather
and the heated interior spaces and additional hobby, play and storage space
the concept of entry into a "yard" has been proposed. This area which
would only be lightly heated would provide a stage between indoors and out-
doors for small child's winter play; rough storage and place for outer
garments and children's playthings.9 It would be well oriented and related
to the housewife's area directly. It could be developed by the tenants as
they desired, e.g. greenhouse for plants, small workshop or just a semi-
porch. By leaving this area less well finished and-not fully heated it
is felt that it can alleviate much of the disadvantages of arctic living
at a relatively moderate cost.
8Philadelphia, The Development Authority of the City of, Eastwick, New
House Study, August, 1957
YAmerican Public Health Association, Committee on the Hygiene of Housing,
Planning the Home for Occupancy, Public Administration Service, Chicago,
Illinois, 1950, p. 41, 48 and 49
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Within the community plan one of the principal elements will be the
utilidor system combined with the means of covered access linking the
dwelling groups. On land which is unstablenon-frost susceptible areas
will be developed for play related to the family units and areas of
sheltered play. These spaces will be shaped much in the manner of
Japanese gardens since they will not be able to support any growth but
will have to gain interest by sculptural form, paving areas and'man made
landscape elements. Family dwellings will be related to this type of
area for an intimate friendly general outlook. Traffic will of course be
limited by the conflict with the utilidor system and will require a
careful separation with few crossings. Basically a series bf super-
block areas will be developed with roads on the periphery and utilidors
and enclosed access ways forming the spine, or "central green area".
Parking will be in groups at the edge with about 100 feet maximum distance
to the farthest dwelling. For servicing, moving, etc., within the
dwelling groups, small carts and'dollies towed by electric cars will be
used.
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